
BCPC Season 11, Game 3 – Friday 10 January 2014 

 

Happy New Year! 

Hi troops, welcome back. 

Funny thing, as co-administrator for the Facebook page I’ve noticed that we 
sometimes get join requests from random Chinese people. Separate to that, I 
was trying to find out if we had an event page for last year’s Summer 
Deepstack, so I searched on Facebook. The only related hit was the BCPC 
Summer School: 

 
So that perhaps answers that question, or maybe we’re more international 
than we think. 

Anyhoo, riding high after 2 games were: 

 
Position Name Points 

1 Gareth Howard 20 
2 Debjani Duncan 19 
3 Kevin O'Driscoll 15 
4 Tod Wood 12 

=5 Rob Hewlitt 10 
=5 Laura Rhoden 10 

 

Thunderbirds are go 

Knockouts to the final table were, uh, I’m not sure. I thought I was doing pretty 
well capturing all the exits but then I’d occasionally look up and see a couple 
of people playing cash, or think, “Hang on, where’s Redfern?” 

If I have it right there were 27 players, the missing people being Charles, 
Dazza, Paul Melia, Steve Ramsey and Wozza. If any of you were actually 
there and I missed you then soz dudes. 

Some noticeable action before the final table: 

• The feature table was also designated the Table of Death, as a raft of 
early exists hit the table and new joiners didn’t last very long. 

• AK was no good on this table as it twice ran into aces, Dale and Andy D 
losing out to Tod and Kev, respectively. (Dale with the Hellmuth-like limp 
UTG – love it!) 

• Dale everntually succumbed shoving on a 259 rainbow flop with AQ, only 
for Tod to have top set. Unlucky dude. Aciiiiid! 

• Mr D wasn’t far behind. Someone raised (can’t remember who), Mr D 3-
bet to something like 1200 with 1800 left behind, Gaz 4-bet shoved, and 
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Mr D tank-called, showing QQ. Gaz had the cowboys and a king on the 
flop sent Andy to the rail. 

• An amazing hand saw Steve Healey’s exit. A raise and a call pre-flop led 
to: 

Flop: 992 with Steve and Jay in the hand. Bet and a call. 

Turn: 10. Steve bet 700, Jay raised to 1700, Steve shoved, Jay called. 
Steve showed 22 for the flopped full house, Jay showed TJ.  

River: 10. 

• Another flopped full house was also the downfall for Dawn. Tod raised 
UTG and got a caller from both blinds, Dawn being in the BB. 

Flop: 424. Jay and Dawn checked, Tod bet and Jay and Dawn both called. 

Turn: 10. Jay and Dawn checked, Tod bet, Jay folded and Dawn called.  

River: A. Dawn bet, Tod 2-bet, Dawn 3-bet, Tod 4-bet tank-shoved, Dawn 
called. Dawn had 42 but Tod had AA to river a higher boat. Kerrazy. 

• Down to 2 tables and an interesting exit hand for Matt Wright. Tony raised 
pre and Matt called. Flop came K38. Tony bet, Matt shoved and Tony 
called. Matt gleefully stated he had 2-pair, 8s and 3s, then turned over 73 
☺. Ah. The 7 on the turn seemed to have dug Matt out of a hole but the 
cruel river dealt Tony a queen for a higher 2-pair. WTF! 

(It was about this time I realised Steve Redfern, Laura, Rob and Andy Overton 
were no longer playing….) 

• Tony soon came unstuck, his kings running into (Adam’s?) aces. Then 
calling Nic’s Q4 shove with K5 and losing out as a Q hit the flop, then 
finally going all-in with Q9 only for Adam to wake up with AK, A on the flop. 

• Adam Smith started a bit of a trend of going out with the best hand, his A8 
losing out to Nic’s Q8, Q on the flop. 

• Courtney was the bubble boy. 

Final Table 

Position Name Comment 

10 Adam Phelan AIPF with AQ v Matt Wilson’s 99. Board 
98X8X. Not even a sweat. 

9 Nic Rawlings Gaz’s A9 outdraws Nick’s AK. 

8 Debjani Duncan Gaz’s ducks hold up against big slick. 

7 Jay Scott Shoved the cut-off or button with 69 clubs. 
Tod woke up with tens in the SB which held. 

6 Paul Foy Frustrated with Andy dealing him shite 
cards ☺, Paul eventually shoved with Q9 
diamonds. Tod called in the BB with AT and 
the board of 9TJJX was pretty scary for Tod 
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Position Name Comment 

but the blank river saw Paul exit in 6th. 

5 Brian Yates(!) Gaz’s A2 outdraws Bri’s QQ. Gaz raised the 
button or possibly SB, Bri shoved the BB 
and Gaz called. An ace on the flop for Gaz. 

4 Matt Wilson Tod’s AJ outdraws Matt’s KK. The action 
was the reverse of the above, but the 
outcome for the best hand was the same, 
an ace again coming on the flop. 

Big hand Tod raised the SB to 5k. Gaz shoves the BB for about 40k. 
Tod calls. Gaz shows A2 and Tod AT. The A2 again proves 
lucky for Gaz though with a deuce hitting the flop. That 
reversed the chipstacks and Tod went from chip leader to chip 
bleeder. 

3 Tod Wood Gaz on the button effectively put Mark and 
Tod all-in. Mark called and Tod also called. 
Gaz: 44. Eagles: AA. Tod: AQ. 

The aces scooped. 

Big hand Gaz calls Mark’s shove on a TTA flop. Mark shows T7 and 
Gaz mucks. Mark now the big chip leader. 

Runner-up Gareth Howard Low on chips Gaz (68 hearts) calls Mark’s 
shove (Q6 clubs). A queen on the flop seals 
Gaz’s fate but with a fourth and two 
seconds it’s looking pretty good for Gaz’s 
first season with the club. 

Winner Mark Eagles Where Eagles Dare!  Great result for the 
Eagles. He’s now soaring high near the top 
of the league. No longer desperado. He’ll 
have his talons sharpened and ready for the 
next game.  
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That’s about it. I’m off to ask Joe Stapleton for some more eagle-based 
puns. Laters. 

 

 

Next game: Friday 7 February 2014 

Check out the website for latest league standings a nd other stuff 
including calendar of events/games. 

http://www.blackcountrypokerclub.org  

 

 

TV thoughts 

• Check out Hostages premiering tonight on C4 – cheesy action suspense 
stuff. 

• Big Bang Theory series 7 resumes on E4 on Thu, followed by new cop-
comedy Brooklyn Nine-Nine, which might be crap but I’ll give it a go. 

• Charlie Brooker’s Weekly Wipe continues on Thu on BBC2. Mine and Rob 
Hewlitt/Charles’ favourite programme. Well, mine anyway. 


